We calculate the leading order interactions of massless D-brane excitations. Their 4-point functions are found to be identical to those found in type I theory. The amplitude for two massless D-brane fluctuations to produce a massless closed string is found to possess interesting new structure. As a function of its single kinematic invariant, it displays an infinite sequence of alternating zeros and poles. At high transverse momenta, this amplitude decays exponentially, indicating a growing effective thickness of the D-brane. This amplitude is the leading process by which non-extrtemal D-branes produce Hawking radiation.
Introduction
Non-perturbative duality symmetries of string theory [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] require that there exist p-brane soliton solutions carrying Ramond-Ramond (p+1)-form charge. Solitons of this kind were found some time ago in the effective low-energy description of superstrings provided by supergravity [10, 11, 12, 13] . Quite recently, it was realized by Polchinski [14] that the exact stringy description of the R-R charged p-branes is provided by the Dirichlet branes [15, 16] . The essence of the D-brane construction is that the perturbative formulation of type II strings in the background of a p-brane soliton requires an introduction of world sheets with boundaries. The p+1 world volume coordinates are supplied with the conventional Neumann boundary conditions, while the remaining 9 − p coordinates have the Dirichlet boundary conditions, X i = X i 0 , where X i 0 is the position of the center of the soliton. The remarkable simplicity of this description of string solitons has led to rapid progress in non-perturbative string theory [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] .
One advantage of the D-brane description is that scattering of closed strings off p-brane solitons may now be treated perturbatively. Leading order calculations of 1 → 1 scattering amplitudes for massless closed string states were first carried out in [24, 25] . Explicit formulae were obtained by integrating two-point functions of bulk operators on a disk. They exhibit a typical stringy structure: a delicate interplay between infinite sequences of t-channel and s-channel poles. The s-channel poles occur in the physical region (for real momenta) and correspond to excited D-branes. The high-energy behavior of the scattering amplitudes exhibits the well-known stringy features: the Regge behavior of forward scattering and the exponential fall-off of fixed angle scattering [26, 27] . These features continue to hold for perturbative corrections to the 1 → 1 amplitudes [28] .
A systematic approach to all massless two-point functions on a disk was recently developed in [29] where it was shown that there is a direct relation between four-point functions of type I theory and two-point functions of type II theory in a D-brane background. Since the former amplitudes are well-known for all massless states, a simple transformation gives the massless two-point functions with most general polarizations. The results are in agreement with the direct calculations in [24, 25] .
The purpose of this note is to calculate two more types of D-brane amplitudes that are simply related to the massless four-point functions of the type I theory. The first type is quite obvious: it is the four-point function for the massless internal modes of Dirichlet pbranes. Such modes are present for p > 0 and come in two classes: the world volume gauge fields and the transverse excitations. Since the two are related by T-duality, their four-point functions may be simply obtained from the type I formula. Indeed, both the D-brane and type I amplitudes are calculated on a disk with four boundary operators.
A somewhat less obvious example are the D-brane disk amplitudes with one bulk and two boundary operators. This provides the leading order amplitude for either the absorption of a graviton by a D-brane or the decay of an excited D-brane into a massless closed string state and the unexcited D-brane [30, 31] . This decay is possible whenever the two massless waves on the D-brane run in different directions. 1 The analysis of this process, which is the leading manifestation of the Hawking radiation in the D-brane picture, is of obvious interest. We find that the kinematics of this process is characterized by a single invariant,
where p 1 and p 2 are the momenta of the open string states. Thus, t is the length-squared of the total momentum parallel to the p-brane. The general formula for the three-point function is
which for large t decays as
The polarization dependence K is obtained from that of type I four-point function by a simple transformation. The fact that A falls off exponentially at large t is another indication of the smearing of D-branes at high energies (the expanding string halo surrounding a D-brane). A related but nevertheless remarkable fact, is that a highly energetic excited state is less likely to decay than a low energy excitation. We will comment on the possible significance of this in the discussion. In section 2 we show how the four-point functions for the D-brane internal modes are read off from the type I four-point functions. In section 3 we analyze the three-point functions of one bulk and two boundary operators on a disk.
World volume scattering of massless D-brane excitations
In the 0 superghost picture, the vertex operator describing a world volume photon of momentum k is
where the index A spans the world volume directions, A = 0, . . . , p. The momentum k is, of course, also restricted to lie within the world volume directions. The vertex operator for a scalar describing a transverse p-brane oscillation is related to (3) by T-duality,
where i = p + 1, . . . , 9.
While the operators (3), (4) are inserted on the boundary of a half-plane, it is often convenient to double the half-plane to the entire complex plane [32] . In this formalism, all operators are built out of the purely holomorphic field. The advantage of this for our purposes is that the photon and scalar operators may be assembled into the following form,
where the index µ now takes all possible values from 0 to 9 (we have explicitly written down both the −1 and 0 superghost picture operators). This is not surprising since the world volume scalars and the gauge fields arise as dimensional reduction of d = 10 super Yang-Mills theory. The four-point function of D-brane oscillations assumes the form (6) where V CKG is the volume of the SL(2, R) conformal Killing group. Contractions are to be evaluated with the Green functions,
This expression for A is identical to the four-photon correlation function of type I theory! As a result, all correlation functions involving both the world volume gauge fields and the scalar fluctuations of D-branes may be read off from the type I massless NS four-point function [33] ,
where
In order to apply this formula to D-branes we restrict all momenta k l to lie in the world volume directions. For scattering of four world volume photons, we also restrict all ζ l to lie in the world volume directions. The resulting amplitude is obviously given by (8) . If, on the other hand, we are interested in the scattering of scalars, then we choose the corresponding polarizations ζ to lie in the transverse directions. The four-scalar amplitude simplifies because ζ l ·k m = 0. The polarization dependence is
The non-trivial structure of the world volume 2 → 2 scattering indicates that the internal dynamics of D-branes is highly non-trivial. The s and t channel poles are due to massive states of the open strings attached to D-branes, which are typically excluded from the lowenergy D-brane effective actions [34] . This suggests that behind the simplicity of the DiracBorn-Infeld effective actions for D-branes [15, 23, 35] a more complex dynamics is hidden. The only remaining non-vanishing NS amplitude is for two gauge fields and two scalars. It is a simple matter to extract it from (8) by restricting polarizations appropriately. Correlation functions involving the Ramond (fermion) operators on the boundary may be discussed along similar lines.
Hawking radiation from excited D-branes
In this section, we compute the amplitude for the collision of two massless open strings stuck to a D-brane to produce a massless closed string state in the bulk. To begin, let us restrict to the NS sector and assign momenta p 1 and p 2 to the open string states and momentum q for the closed string. The D-brane kinematics is such that only the momentum along the direction parallel to the brane is conserved,
The open string momenta p 1 and p 2 are restricted to lie within the D-brane world volume. Ordinarily in massless three-point amplitudes, conservation of momentum constrains the kinematics completely, but in the presence of D-branes, the non-conservation of momenta in the directions transverse to the brane gives rise to some freedom. Here, from conservation of longitudinal momentum, it follows that there is exactly one kinematic invariant in this problem, which we call t, t = 2p 1 ·q = 2p 2 ·q = −2p 1 ·p 2 .
The leading order contribution to this amplitude is evaluated on a disk with two operators on the boundary and one in the bulk. We proceed by mapping the disk to upper half-plane. The amplitude may be written generally in the form
where z 1 and z 2 are integrated only along the real axis. V 1 and V 2 are the boundary vertex operators given in (3), (4), while V 3 is the is the usual massless closed string vertex operator,
where ξ and ε are polarization tensors. Following the approach of [24, 25, 29] we extend the calculation to the entire complex plane. This is accomplished by the following substitutions for the antiholomorphic fields in terms of the holomorphic fields,
D µ ν , as defined in [29] , is the diagonal matrix whose first p + 1 entries, corresponding to the longitudinal directions, are equal to 1, while the remaining 9 − p entries, corresponding to the transverse directions, are equal to −1. The amplitude (13) becomes
The integrand of the above expression is brought to the standard form
by the following identifications,
The correlation functions of this form have appeared before in computations of open string four-point functions and closed string two-point functions in the D-brane background. The only new features of our calculation are the kinematics and a different prescription for fixing the residual SL(2, R) on the world sheet. For future use, it is convenient to introduce Mandelstam variables
In previous work (boundary 4-point function or D-brane 2-point function), any pair of them constituted an independent set of kinematic invariants. Note that t = 4k 1 ·k 3 = 2p 1 ·q is the same kinematic quantity as introduced earlier.
In the calculation of the closed string two-point function, for example, it was convenient to fix the operators at {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 } = {iy, −iy, i, −i}. When this is done and the appropriate Jacobian factors are inserted, (18) becomes
where a 1 and a 2 contain the dependences on polarization and momenta, but are independent of y. Performing the y-integral, one finds
It was shown in [29] that (sa 1 − ta 2 ) is identical to the kinematic factor (9) from open string four-point amplitudes.
For the current problem of three-point function for two open strings and one closed string, it is convenient to fix the operators at {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 } = {x, −x, i, −i}, which corresponds to fixing the closed string vertex at z = i and constraining the locations of the open string vertex operators on the real axis. Notice that this corresponds simply to a change of variables, y = ix. Also, recalling that there is only one kinematic invariant in this problem, we should set s = 4k 1 ·k 2 = −2t. After these replacements (22) takes the from:
where only the terms even under x → −x are kept. The integral is again doable and we arrive at
It is clear that (−2ta 1 − ta 2 ) is the same kinematic factor K = (sa 1 − ta 2 ) we encountered above with s = −2t. So what we found is
This is the main result of this section. The kinematic factor is obtained from that of type I theory, (9) , by the identifications (20) . The explicit formula for the Neveu-Schwarz amplitudes is, therefore,
Gauge invariance follows automatically from the structure of type I kinematic factor. When we take the polarization of the closed string to be strictly transverse to the D-brane, the kinematic factor simplifies drastically and one is left with
A few comments are in order about states in the Ramond sector. In [29] , it was noted that the type I four-point amplitude and the closed string two-point amplitude are identical under suitable identification of polarizations and momenta. Here, we have found that the threepoint function for two open and one closed strings are related by simple change of variables y = ix, or equivalently, change in the integration contour of the modular parameter of the amplitude. This change of variables leads to a different structure of the universal betafunction factor as we saw above, but does not affect the polarization dependence of these amplitudes. Therefore, just as in [29] , one should expect to find appropriate kinematic factors from the type I theory to appear in the three-point amplitude for states in the Ramond sector with the identification of polarization and momenta very similar to what was discussed in [29] . Let us illustrate this with some examples.
First, consider two Neveu-Schwarz open strings bosons colliding to become a closed string Ramond-Ramond n-form F µ 1 µ 2 ...µn . In this case, the correlation function of interest will be of the form
and P = (1 + γ 11 )/2 projects the spinors onto definite chirality. The amplitude of interest is found to be
The kinematic factor K is obtained from that in type I theory, [33] 
by the following substitutions
Thus, we find the following explicit formula, Figure 1 : Factorization of the world sheet giving rise to poles in t.
This can be gotten from the same kinematic factor as above, but with identifications
Thus, the amplitude for two open string fermions to produce a NS-NS closed string state is
It is straightforward to extend this program to other combinations of Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond vertex operators.
It is curious that these amplitudes resemble the Veneziano amplitude, but occupy an intermediate position between the conventional three-point and four-point amplitudes as far as the number of kinematic invariants goes. This is a consequence of the "partial conservation of momentum" unique to D-branes.
There are other interesting new features of these amplitudes. They decay exponentially for large t, which indicates the softness of strings at high energies, and have a sequence of poles at half integer values of t. What is surprising is that they also contain a sequence of zeros for integer values of t. The special role played by these values of t can be attributed to the massive open string states appearing in the operator product expansion of the open string vertex operators when they collide on the world sheet (see figure (1) ). These states have masses
for integer n, and indeed
Interestingly, for even n these amplitudes have zeros instead of poles, indicating that these states do not propagate in the internal line of figure 1. Thus, due to the special kinematics of this process, we find an interesting Z 2 selection rule. This interplay between zeros and poles is intimately connected with the exponential decay of the amplitude at large t.
Discussion
In this paper we studied leading order interactions involving the massless modes of D-branes, the world volume gauge fields and the scalar fields describing transverse oscillations. We found that their four-point functions are identical to those found in type I theory. They exhibit infinite series of poles due to the massive D-brane excitations. This implies that, at momenta comparable to 1/ √ α ′ , the world volume dynamics of D-branes departs considerably from that dictated by the Dirac-Born-Infeld effective action.
Our most interesting result concerns the coupling of excited D-branes to the outside world. The leading such effect is the three-point function for two massless internal modes and one massless closed string, which depends on the total longitudinal momentum-squared, t. For low t the results agree with the D-brane effective action. Consider, for instance, the coupling of two transverse oscillations to a graviton. For t ≪ 1, the exact three-point function,
This low t approximation coincides with the amplitude obtained from the following term in the effective action,
In [31] this low t behavior was found to be crucial for obtaining the correct properties of the outgoing Hawking radiation. The exact three-point function exhibits an infinite sequence of zeros and poles for t comparable to 1/ √ α ′ (our convention is to set α ′ = 2). If we average over the zeros and poles, which is usually done by giving t a moderate imaginary part, then for large t the coupling falls off exponentially. This is a purely string theoretic effect, which is physically due to increasing effective thickness of D-branes at high t. 4 The fact that highly energetic internal modes are only weakly coupled to the outside world is, nevertheless, quite surprising. Perhaps this gives us a first indication as to why highly non-extremal black holes are very long lived in string theory. The entropy of non-extremal black holes has been a subject of active research lately [31, 40, 41, 42, 43] . D-brane calculations of their decay are an interesting new tool, and we hope to return to more detailed calculations in the near future. 
